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Consumer Research: An Applied Discipline

Not in terms of addressing managerial applied problems

In terms of borrowing theories/concepts from other disciplines

Depending on the subdiscipline:
oPsychology, sociology, anthropology, neuroscience, semiotics

oAnd sometimes history, literary theory, organizational behavior, art, 
philosophy

We take much and give back little or nothing



State of the Art

We might take a basic theory & refine and extend it in interesting 
ways

But instead we’re more apt to subscribe to the theory-of-the-month 
club

We often compound this flightiness & lack of originality in a thicket 
of jargon & esoteric verbiage

This doesn’t hide the fact that the emperor has no theory

Consumer Culture Theory is a chimera



At the Opposite Extreme

Brute empiricism

Correlation is enough

Big Data
oAlgorithms

oConsumer analytics

But we need to understand why things happen & what they mean

“Neither the facts nor the logic can furnish the questions to be asked 
of the data or the metaphor for conceptual organization” (Gergen
1978)



The Problem

Over 30 years+ interpretive consumer research has become:
o Less & less interpretive
oMore & more like deductive experimental researchers who begin with a 

theory & demonstrate its relevance

Theory-enabled, theory-guided, or theory-aided research

Fads: self-governance, cultural capital, assemblage theory, liquid 
modernity, institutional theory, gender performativity, liminality,
Actor Network Theory, sacred & profane, structuration, etc., etc., etc.

(Mea culpa)

Off-the-shelf theory shortchanges our ability to                                 
even contemplate generating original theory



Paradise Lost

“Thus, interpretive researchers stress the                                  
‘emergent’ nature of research.  This means … that findings emerge…. 
Also, research need not necessarily be directed towards the 
production of nomothetic generalisations given the ‘time- and 
context-specific’ nature of interpretive research” (Maclaran, Saren, 
Stern, & Tadajewski 2010)

Note too that Arnould & Thompson (2005, 2007, 2015) define CCT 
not by its theories or methods, but by the substantive phenomena it 
seeks to address 



Current Distinctions (Figueirdo, Gopaldis, & 
Fischer forthcoming)

Theory enabled research (theory in search of an application)

Theory enfolded research (e.g., Holt 1998; Üstüner & Thompson 
2012 – embellishments to Bourdieuian theory)

Emergent research 
o Equated with grounded theory

oApologized for “I’m not saying emergent theorizing is atheoretical, but what it 
doesn’t use is some grand theory that lies outside of any given conversation”

o I.e, emergent theory is old-fashioned, comes solely from the data, & is 
unworthy of print unless in continues a conversation with someone else’s 
theory

o So that even publishable emergent theory is seen as incapable of originality



Issues Besides Condemning Original Theory

When we begin with a theoretical lens, we preclude finding other 
insights (e.g., The Monkey Business Illusion)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=73&v=IGQmdoK_ZfY


Sherlock Holmes & Watson go Camping
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson decide to go on a camping trip. After dinner and a bottle of 
wine, they lay down for the night, and go to sleep.

Some hours later, Holmes awoke and nudged his faithful friend.

"Watson, look up at the sky and tell me what you see."

Watson replied, "I see millions of stars."

"What does that tell you?"

Watson pondered for a minute.

"Astronomically, it tells me that there are millions of galaxies and potentially billions of planets."
"Astrologically, I observe that Saturn is in Leo."
"Horologically, I deduce that the time is approximately a quarter past three."
"Theologically, I can see that God is all powerful and that we are small and insignificant."
"Meteorologically, I suspect that we will have a beautiful day tomorrow."
"What does it tell you, Holmes?"

Holmes was silent for a minute, then spoke: "Watson, you idiot. Someone has stolen our tent!" 
(Sunnyskyz 2013)



The Issues

While we sometimes fail to see the forest for the trees,                            
we may also fail to even see the trees when we think                           
we have the key to the universe

Theory-enabled research is more often theory-constrained  and 
theory-disabled research

Maclaren, Hogg, & Bradshaw (2010) call for “research which does not 
begin with a theory to be tested but rather a phenomena to be 
understood”

“The mental shift required is to move from seeing ethnography as a 
validating science to seeing it as a discovery science…. With that in 
mind, one can see … a plethora of experiences and insights that could 
be seen as embryo theories in waiting” (Jordan 2013)



An Example: The Logobi
A Phenomenon to be Understood





The Bluff
….celebrating a successful forgery scam by “wasting the 
table,” spending their earnings extravagantly on beer and 
food and flashing their roll of cash. … The women were 
dressed in African wax print material cut in body-hugging 
European fashion, while the men wore U.S. and European 
name brand clothing: Nike, Adidas, Façonnable, Fubu, 
Docksiders, Hilfiger. … Almost everyone had a cell phone 
displayed prominently. …The rolls of money being flashed 
and spent, the prominently labeled clothes, the expensive 
drinks and the cell phones were all part of an elaborate 
performance of success and modern citizenship that was 
disconnected from the economic reality of the performers. 
While to all appearances the crowd was living the good life, 
many of those present that night…would struggle to find 
enough money to feed themselves the next day (Newell 
2012, 2).



Related Phenomena in

Congo—Friedman 1991, 1994

Vietnam—Vann 2006

Burkina Fasu—Bjarnesen 2014

Uganda—Pier 2015

Zambia—Ferguson 1999



The Lobogi
There are many moves to show clothing. Turning the 
hat around is to show the label; the same is done with 
the shirt collar. The move of the logobi where one lifts 
the foot up is done to show off the shoes. Then [pulling 
collar open and gesturing with the other hand to his 
chest] you show your sami [chain] and gesture to say 
that it is gold. The movements with the wrists are to 
show off the watch and bracelets. [Turning head to one 
side and making subtle chin movements like snobbery] 
means that the other is worthless. … One person may 
start dancing, then another will get up and signify that 
the other is a Bluffeur, that he is nothing and then the 
dancer will mise en valeur everything that he himself is 
wearing (Newell 2012, 120).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66HuFrMZWMo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66HuFrMZWMo


What is Going on Here? Possible Theories:
Blowing windfall income

Pecuniary emulation

Binging (Wilk)

Impression management

Spending economic capital to 
acquire/solidify social capital

Loss of local culture to global 
commodification

Giving in to immediate gratification

Compensatory consumption to 
recompense blocked social 
mobility

Sexual signaling to attract mates

Sharing to diffuse envy & reinforce 
a moral economy of mates

Splurging to avoid moral economy 
of extended family

Status-seeking potlatch

Impulsive irrational behavior

Like the blind men and the elephant or Hamlet suggesting shapes in the clouds to Polonius, 
multiple theoretical interpretations are almost always possible



Elements of Newell’s Interpretation

Bluff of modernity—bluffeurs

Smokescreen of illusory wealth

Roots in local traditions—masking after men’s initiation

Open secret—that which is generally known but cannot be 
articulated (Taussig)

The mask wearer becomes the spirit of the mask; spirit possession

Rather than “passing,” bluffing  is a legitimate “display of the cultural 
symbols of modern identity”

The  connoisseurship, taste, & knowledge to be modern (lack only $)

The mask = an authentic, if wishful/anticipatory self



How to Choose Among Theoretical Accounts
Preferred focus

oMacro, meso, micro

o Individual, group, society

oGender, age, class

Modification of existing theory

Occam’s razor—simplicity

Synthesis instead of choice

Multiple theories—Neils Bohr—
profound and trivial truths 

Careful consideration of fit with 
data & theory nuances

Usefulness and potential for 
understanding related behavior 
in other contexts

For Newell’s theory, besides 
logobis in other former colonies, 
consider the West:

An American lobobi: 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=cISYzA36-ZY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cISYzA36-ZY


An Alternative Account: Wilk’s Binging

Men (sailors, loggers, soldiers, miners) who come to town & spend 
their money profligate in a short time—seems to fit—but…

Men away from society, dependent until payday

Away from women; hard to have a heterosexual family

Binging with women, alcohol, debauchery  impoverishment

Homo-social camaraderie & explosive expenditures suggest they are 
uneasy with money and prefer dependency & rough macho life

Therefore, while a modified version of binging might be created, the 
mechanisms & motivations are too different to call logobi binging

Repeat with other alternative accounts



Other Points of Contact with Newell’s Masks
Avatars as digital masks

oAvatars in black robes commit more antisocial acts

o In WoW those with attractive avatars more successful

o Those with attractive avatars more intimate & seductive

o Those with child avatar react quicker & have childlike worldview

o Taller avatars more confident (carries over offline)

oOlder avatar more concerned with saving

oMore physically fit avatar makes people exercise more

Goffman versus Impression Management theorists
oMasks do not hide real/private/true self

oMasks are the real self (persona) across audiences & situations

Asia may be an exception however, where hiding “true self” is key



Prospects for Original CC Theory

Some areas where we  have “embryo theories”:
o Possession attachment
o Experiential consumption
o Extended self
o Consumer-brand relationships
o Consumer desire
o Gift-giving
o Magic in the marketplace
o Sharing
o History of consumer cultures
o Cool consumption
o Benign envy
o Consumption rituals
o Death practices
o Experience of place



Concepts & Theories
A concept represents something, usually at an 

abstract or metaphoric level (e.g., brand loyalty)

A theory provides an understanding of some 
phenomenon in terms of a small set of concepts (e.g., 
a consumer relates to a brand like a person—casual 
friends, romantic fling, marriage; Susan Fournier)

A theory thus orders concepts in a way that 
produces interesting insights

“Theories are defined as explanations—as opposed 
to descriptions— a system for ordering concepts in a 
way that produces understanding or insight” 
(Zaltman, LeMasters, and Heffring 1982)



Original Consumer Theory

Based on primary data 
o Emergent theory

o E.g., Brand Relationships (Fournier)

o E.g., Brand Community (Muniz & O’Guinn)

Based on secondary data, other studies, & new conceptualizations
oConceptual contributions (MacInnis; Yadav)

o E.g., Experiential Consumption (Holbrook & Hirschman)

o E.g., Extended Self (Belk)



From Wang, Bendle, Mai, & Cotte (2015), “The JCR at Forty,” JCR 





THEORY
TH + DATA

TH + DATA

TH + DATA

TH + DATA

THEORY

THEORY

META
THEORY

TH + DATA

META
THEORY

TH + DATA

TH + DATA

*

*

*

*

* = CCT

Don’t be too impressed; this
would be rejected In JCR today



Conclusions

Consumer Culture Theory = well positioned for original theory

But trend toward theory enabled & theory enfolded consumer 
research marks a pernicious concession that CCT cannot & should not 
aspire to original theory of its own

We are better than that

Our research is more conceptual and impactful than non-CCT 
research

Lessons to be learned from experimental consumer research

There is never a single correct interpretation, therefore multiple 
theoretical frames possible for understanding a phenomenon



Conclusions Continued

Criteria for sorting between possible theoretical frameworks
o Fit with the data (e.g., motivations for splurging in Wilk’s binging vs. Newell’s 

becoming the mask + Goffman on masks)

oUsefulness (e.g., Newell’s masks & digital avatar/Proteus Effects & modern 
logobi in American Psycho)

I have not considered where theoretical ideas come from when they 
are not borrowed from other disciplines—a topic for another day

Read, observe, travel, & think broadly

As Wells (1993) observed, a key principle for discovery is leaving 
home (geographic, disciplinary social)



Final Conclusions

Be prepared in the wee hours

Intuition + Primary & Secondary Process thinking -- Hirschman ‘s 
(1998) conceptual theorist

“Explicit theorizing is a currency…and a source of fun” (Sunderland 
2013)

We have the advantage of being consumers

We are capable of generating our own theoretical insights

What is needed are “daring theoretical leaps, not of faith but of 
interpretation” (Askegaard and Linnet 2011) 

We need to hatch our embryonic theories in waiting



The Ass and the Grasshoppers




